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Album review: Fantomacs –
Harmonious Fusion

Fantomacs once again showcases his unique blend of electronic and jazz on the new album ‘Harmonious
Fusion’—eight tracks that weave together intricate melodies, a melting pot of genres, and rich, intelligent
musicianship.

Opening with the Latin and funk-infused rhythms of ‘Airstream,’ Fantomacs quickly introduces his creative flair
as layered drums meet swirling atmospheric electronics, tight guitar, and a dub-like bassline. As the track
progresses through ever-changing synth and guitar lead parts, vibrant improvisation, and an infectious sense of
freedom allow the music to shine.

Elsewhere on the album, ‘Around The Corner’ captures an 80s flare, resembling a soundtrack straight out of GTA
Vice City. The swaying electronic beats drive the twinkling keys, and Pink Floyd-esque lead guitar and synth
parts dance around the soundscape. Dropping a sampled rap verse in the mid-section, the true multifaceted,
genre-bending style of Fantomacs’ music shines brightly.

‘Ataraxia’ showcases a more emotive, gentle side of the album with a soundscape of pillowy pad synths and
delicate leads that gradually build to a euphoric climax. Later in the album, ‘Sea To Sky’ feels more like an
explicitly obvious jazz-fusion track with its runs, complex chord sequences, and subtle key changes throughout.
‘Traffic Jam’ returns to a similar vibe as the album opener ‘Airstream,’ while the closing track, ‘Unaffected,’
creates a gently lulling, cinematic electronic atmosphere that gradually grows into a swirling mix of synth leads
and saxophone.

All in all, the album is a beautiful exploration of Fantomacs’ genre-blending sound and the virtuoso
performances that top the atmospheric, ethereal—at times vibrant and danceable, at other times melancholic—
soundscapes. Rhythmic, mature, and complex, it’s as much an album of expression as it is a joyous
demonstration of how appreciation of different genres and musicality can result in something more than the
sum of each separate part.

Listen below:
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